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Yiddish is, since Max Weinreich’s fundamental work (Weinreich 1973, 1980), referred to as a
fusion language in which components of different languages form a comprehensive synthesis.
As Yiddish arose in early Ashkenazic communities in German speaking territories from the
10th century onwards, German contributes the most to its component multiplicity. From the
start, some Hebrew-Aramaic and Romance elements inherited from the pre-German period
were incorporated in the Yiddish language and remained along with the Hebrew script – though
Yiddish to this day clearly bears the marks of its genetic origin as a West-Germanic language.
The migration of a large number of Jews to Eastern Europe after the pogroms of the 13th and
14th centuries gave way to an enormous influence of the Slavic speaking environment on the
rising Eastern Yiddish (as opposed to Western Yiddish, being the variety of the language that
was retained on German speaking territory) and hence added a fourth component. In response
to the emancipation, Yiddish lost ground in the Western sphere and substantially disappeared
in Germany at the end of the 18th century, whereas in Eastern Europe, the number of Yiddish
speakers increased rapidly, and gradually the language became regionally differentiated. The
pre-war Eastern Yiddish speaking territory may be divided as follows: Northeastern Yiddish
(Lithuania, Latvia and Belorussia), Southeastern Yiddish (Ukraine, Rumania and Eastern
Galicia) and Central Yiddish (Poland and Western Galicia). The great migratory movements
at the turn of the century spread the Yiddish language to the far corners of the earth, with
several vernaculars being the source of a fifth component. The persecutions and the genocide
through the Nazi-regime led to the annihilation of a vast number of Yiddish speakers, all but
completely destroying the language in its historical territory and giving proportionally more
importance to the rapidly evolving varieties of the new emigration countries.
In the course of the 20th century a standardized language developed as a supraregional
formation. One may distinguish two large overlapping regional variants of the ‘Standard
Yiddish’ pronunciation: the ‘literary pronunciation’ (LITERARISHER AROYSREYD) and the
‘orthographic pronunciation’ (ORTOGRAFISHER AROYSREYD). The differences are limited to
particular words, in which the former differs from the usual realization of the written form,
whereas the ‘orthographic pronunciation’ adheres to the letters.
The description given here is based on instrumentally aided acoustic analyses of the
speech of an Argentinean male Yiddish teacher in his early fifties, who is a native speaker of
the Central Yiddish dialect, but who speaks ‘Standard Yiddish’ on the recordings.
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Consonants

A striking feature of the consonantal system is the series of palatalized segments - common in
Slavic languages rather than in Germanic ones, which is doubtlessly due to the Slavic impact
on Yiddish and, accordingly, often to be found in loanwords of Slavic origin.

Plosives and fricatives
Voiceless plosives are unaspirated or might occur with slight aspiration, mainly in final
position, whereas voiced plosives are fully voiced in all positions. The status of phonation may
be affected by chain assimilation, voiceless segments becoming voiced in the neighborhood
of voiced consonants and vice versa. The glottal stop [/] functions as an intervocalic separator
only.

Affricates
There is a series of affricates in Yiddish. They may occur voiceless as combinations of [t] and
[s] or [t] and [S], forming [t°s] and [t°S], along with the corresponding palatalized variants [t°s∆]
and [t°S∆], as well as voiced in the combinations [d] plus [z] and [d] plus [Z], forming [d°z] and
[d°Z], along with the corresponding palatalized variants [d°z∆] and [d°Z∆].

Laterals and nasals
‘Standard Yiddish’ does not make a phonologic distinction between the pre-palatal nasal [n]
and the velar nasal [N], the appearance of which is restricted to its collocation after the velar
plosives [k] and [g] in syllabic realization. Hence, we find [n`] and [N` ] as occasional allophone
variants according to context. The phonologic discrimination between the alveolar [l] and the
palatalized lateral [¥] seems to be have become less common.

Trill-Flap-Tap
In ‘Standard Yiddish’ [r\|] and [R] are admissible variants of one phoneme according to
speakers’ preferences, habitually occurring only with a single contact of the articulator at the
place of articulation.
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Vowels

‘Standard Yiddish’ does not distinguish long from short vowels. There are five vowels, [a, E,
I, O, U], of roughly equal length in stressed syllables, three falling diphthongs, [a°E, E°I, O°‰], and
a variety of non-distinctive neutral vowels around [‰] in unstressed position. However, the
diphthongs may reach a higher articulatory target position (towards [I]) due to coarticulatory
phenomena or emphasis. According to the acoustic analysis, [I] exists in two slightly variant
states (more open vs. more closed). They are not distinctive and may alternate in the same
word (possibly a relic of an older opposition).
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Stress
In ‘Standard Yiddish’ there is ["] primary stress and [Æ] secondary stress but the latter seems
to be less prominent than in German presumably due to Slavic influence, e.g. [a"|Ib‰|g‰ÆgOsn`]
‘overflow (perf.)’.

Transcription of recorded passage
a mOl a mOl "hObn m` zIX dE| "t°sOfn` vInt Un dI zUn g‰"k|Ikt vE| sIz9°fUn zE°I "Sta|k‰|
hOd9°zIV°ba"vIzn afn` vEg a dU|V"gE°I∆‰| "a°Eng‰ÆhI¥t In a "va|‰m‰n "fUt‰| "hObn m`
zE°I dE| "t°sOfn` vInt Un dI zUn hE°Ist Es "t°svISn` zIX "Ob9°g‰ÆmaXt az dE| "Sta|k‰|‰|
vEd9°za°En dE| vOs vEt "nE°Id9n n` dEm "dU|VgE°I∆E| "O°‰st°sUÆtOn dEm "fUtE| hO°dE| "t°sOfn`
vInt g‰"nUm‰n "blOzn` mIt° "al‰ "kO°‰X‰s nO| vOs mE| E| hOt g‰"blOzn` alt°s "tIf‰|
hOd9°zIV dE| Spa"t°sI|‰| "a°Eng‰ÆhI¥t In dEm "fUt‰| t°sUm sOf hO°dE| "t°sOfn` vInt zIX
"Unt‰|g‰Æg‰bn m` Un mE| nISt g‰"kEmft "dEmO¥t hO°dI zUn mIt "I|‰ "f|a°Endl‰X‰
"St|aln` d‰|"va|‰mt d9I ¥Uft Un sOt nISt}°g‰"dO°‰5∆‰|t mE| vI∆°a pO| mI"nUt hO°dE|
"dU|XgE°I∆E| "O°‰5z9g‰ÆtOn dEm "fUt‰| hO°dE| "t°sOfn` vInt zIV°g‰"mUz9t "mO°‰d‰ za°En az dI
zUn Iz9° "Sta|k‰| fUn°Im
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